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We derive two theorems combining existence with necessary conditions for 
the relaxed unilateral problem of the optimal control of ordinary differential 
equations in which the functions that define the problem are Lipschitz-con- 
tinuous in the state variables. These theorems generalize the results presented 
in a previous paper [8] by the addition of unilateral constraints on the state 
and control functions. As in that paper, the new necessary conditions have a 
canonical form obtained by replacing, in the “customary” conditions, the 
partial derivatives with respect to the state variables by finite difference quo- 
tients at neighboring arguments, and then applying limiting processes and 
convexification. More general necessary conditions are also obtained in terms 
of the representations of the Lipschitz-continuous functions as compositions, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue our investigation of necessary conditions without 
differentiability assumptions, and generalize the results of [8] to unilateral 
control problems defined by ordinary differential equations. Specifically, we 
consider the relaxed optimal control problem defined, in its original (un- 
relaxed) version, by the cost functional h”( y(Q) and the relations 
At) = f(4 Y(O> 4t>> a.e. in T = [to, tl], (1.1) 
Ato) E A0 9 4 Y(b>> E4 1 (1.2) 
u(t) E -w(t) a.e. in T, (1.3) 
44y(t)) < 0 (t E T, i = 1, 2 ,..., m,), (1.4) 
where the functions f(t, *, u), ho, P, and ai(t, .) are assumed Lipschitz- 
continuous over bounded sets but not necessarily differentiable or with any 
particular convexity properties. This problem differs from the one investi- 
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gated in [8] by the addition of the control restriction (1.3) and the unilateral 
restriction (1.4); it differs from the problems previously investigated by the 
author [4-71 and by Rockafellar [3] by the absence of differentiability or 
convexity assumptions. 
Our present approach is similar to that of [8] and is based on the use of 
convolutions with mollifiers to approximate the functions ho, hl, ai(t, .) and 
f(t, ‘? U) by Cl functions. This yields a sequence of “approximating” uni- 
lateral problems of a type for which necessary conditions were previously 
derived [6, 71. Our final results are obtained by investigating the behavior of 
these necessary conditions for ever finer approximations. The only phase of 
this research using techniques other than those encountered in [8] is the 
study, based on Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, of the convergence of the “dual” 
functions k, for the approximating unilateral problems. 
Our basic results are presented in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. The proofs are 
carried out in Section 3. 
2. EXISTENCE AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
2.1. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS. We shall use the terms “a.e.“, 
“a.a.” (almost all) and “measurable” in the sense of the Borel-Lebesgue 
measure on T which we denote by CL. Our optimal control problem is relaxed 
by replacing relations (1 .l) and (1.3) by 
j(t) E COf (4 r(t), ~W) a.e. in T, (2.1.1) 
where a+(t) is the closure of U+(t) and co denotes the convex hull. We refer 
to an absolutely continuous function y that satisfies relations (1.2), (1.4), 
and (2.1.1) as an admissible relaxed solution. If 9 minimizes h”( y(t,)) among 
admissible relaxed solutions, then it is a minimizing relaxed solution. For 
x = (xl,... ,a+) E aBz, we define the norm of x by 1 x 1 = Max, 1 xz 1. We make 
the following assumptions: 
(a) I’ is an open subset of Iw”; 
(b) A, and A, are closed convex subsets of Iw” and UP, respectively; 
(c) U is a compact metric space, U#(t) E LJ, the function t -+ P(t) is 
measurable (that is, for every open subset G of U, the set 
{tET[ U+(t)nG# .@} 
is measurable), and either U+(t) is closed for all t E T or, for all t E T, U+(t) 
is contained in the closure of its interior and for every E > 0 there exists 
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T, C T such that p(T - TJ < E and the set ((t, u) E T, x U 1 UE interior 
U+(t)} is open relative to T, x U; 
(d) there exist a number c > 0 and a compact set D C V, such that the 
functions ho: V ---f I& N: I’ ---f IP, a = (al ,..., ams): T x I/ -+ [w”*, and 
f: T x I’ x U -+ lFP satisfy the following conditions for all 
(t, o, u) E T x V x U: 
(dl) the functions f(t, ., u), ho, W and a(t, .) admit c as a common 
bound (for the norms of their values) and a common Lipschitz-constant; 
(d2) f(*, co, U) is measurable and bothf(t, a, 3) and a(*, .) are continuous; 
(d3) y([to , T]) C D for every 7 E T and every absolutely continuous 
y: [to, T] + V satisfying (2.1.1) a.e. in [to ,T] and with y(t,) E A, . 
Remark. As it is easy to see, we may weaken these assumptions as far as 
f is concerned by replacing c with an integrable function 9: T -+ (0, co), 
and then choosing as the new independent variable 0 = & #(T) dT. This 
transformation will cause the functionf(0, ., u) of the transformed problem 
to admit 1 as a bound and a Lipschitz-constant and will not affect the other 
assumptions. 
Now let e, denote the kth column of the unit matrix I of appropriate 
dimension, P(x, r) the closed ball with center x and radius Y, and .Y(Iw”, Rb) 
the space of real b x a matrices. If 4 = (@,..., $“): G--f !Rb has a Lipschitz- 
constant t, G is an open subset of Iw”, f > 0, x E G, i E (1, 2 ,..., b}, and 
k ~(1, 2 ,..., a>, we set A&X) = [-f, t] if P(x, 26) q G and A&X) = 
{(201)-l[p(5 + ae,) - +(f - cxe& 1 5 - x I < E, 0 < a < E} if P(x, 2~) C G, 
and then define de+(x) as the set of all b x a matrices (Mi,J such 
that n/r,,, E [inf YJ~,~(x), sup Ai,k(~)] for all i and k. We write dVc for the 
“partial” dE operator with respect to the argument in V’; thus d,y(t, et, u), 
dUEui(t, v), etc., denote 43(w), where 4 representsf(t, ., u), ai(t, .), etc. 
Finally, we denote transposition by T, treat each element of Iw” as a column 
vector, and write M d for {MA 1 A E &‘} if ~2 is a collection of matrices. 
We can now state our first theorem combining existence with necessary 
conditions. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the set of admissible relaxed solutions is non- 
empty. Then there exist a minimizing relaxed solution y and a sequence 
(( yj , z+));=~ such that each yj : T + V is Lipschitz-continuous, each uj is a 
meusuruble selection of US, each ( yi , uj) satisfies the difleerential equation (1 .l), 
and limj yi = y uniformly. Furthermore, there exist 
1” 2 0, 11 E [w”, Lo E 9(uP, R), Rl E 6p( w, BP), 
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Borel-measurable cii: TA 9(lfP, [w) and positive Radon measures wi 012 
T (i = 1, 2,..., m,), Lipschitz-continuous Z: T -+ 3’(Rn, UP), and k: T---f [w* 
such that 
1, + I 11 I + F J(T) > 0, Z(tl) = I; (1) 
i=l 
wi (i = 1, 2,..., m,) is supported on the set {t E T j a”(t,$t)) = O}; (2) 
(1 = 0, 1); (3) 
2(t) E n Co, yG dV~ai(7,~(t)) &-ax. 
r>o 7 F 
(i = 1,2,..., mk (4) 
h(t)T = [ld;o + @’ + zl s,t t , C?(T) Z(+‘cdr)] Z(t) (t E T); (5) 
* 1 
(the maximum principle) 
where 
(d/w Y(t), z(t)) E CO n w) a.e. in T, (6) 
s>o 
K,(t) = closure {(f(t, T(t), c), - W) I WE Z(t) &Y(t, Y(t), c), iiE u, 
h(t) -f(t, r(t), 22) = yp, W) *f(t,r(t), 4>; 
and 
Wo) *Y(to) = =yf k(t,) - a, , I1 * K( y(Q) = ,M,“A” II * a, . (7) 
0 0 1 1 
Our second theorem, generalizing Theorem 2.2, provides a different set 
of necessary conditions for each representation of f(t, 0, u), ho, hl, and 
d(t, *) as compositions. (See [8, 2.5, p. 471 f or a discussion of this matter.) 
In order to state this theorem, we must use the definition of de&ate containers 
introduced in [8]. 
Let q6: I’+ Rb be Lipschitz-continuous. We say that the sets AC(v) 
(E > 0, v E V) determine a derivate container for 4 if there exist positive 
integers 1, K. ,..., K, , open sets Vi C lRki (i = 0, l,..., 1), y > 0, and Lipschitz- 
continuous +i : Vi -+ V,...r (i = l,..., I), such that I’, = V, V, = Rb, 
cp =(610~20 ... 0 h , Wh( vi), Y) C vi-l , and 
h(v) = {MlM2 *** Mt j Wl = v, wi = &+I 0 ..’ 0 $1(v), Mi E &,(w,)>. 
We say that A;(t, v, u) (6 > 0, t E T, v E V, u E U) determine a derivate 
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container for f if there exist positive integers I, K, ,..., kr , open Vi C [Wt~, 
y > 0, and fi : T x V, x U -+ VieI (1 = 0 ,..., I), such that V, = V, V,, = 
Iw”, W.L(t, vi, 4, Y) c vi-1 7 
f(4 .7 u) =&t, .) u) 0 ... yf@, -, u) (t E T, u cz u), 
A;(t, B, U) is defined as h(v) with Ci = fi(t, ., U) and, furthermore, each 
fi(*, o, u) is measurable, each fi(t, ., .) continuous, each fi(t, ., ~1) Lipschitz- 
continuous with a Lipschitz-constant independent of i, t, and u, and each 
fi bounded. We similarly define a derivate container Ai,Jt, w) for ui which 
must be based on a composition 
&, .) = dli(t, .) 0 ciayt, .) 0 .** 0 qt, *) 
with each function $(., *) continuous and each Q(t, -) admitting the same 
Lipschitz-constant (independent of i, j, and t). (We might add, for the sake 
of clarity, that 1, ki , Vi , etc., may be different for each of the functions f, 
ho, hl, d). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.2 be satisfied and &(t, a, u), 
n,qv>, A;(w), k,,Jt, v)(i = I,..., m,) determine derivate containers for f, ho, 
hl, ai, respectively. Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.2 remain valid with 
A,% AEho, Aahl, AWfai replaced by Afr, floe, Ale, f&, respectively. 
3. PROOFS 
3.1. Notation. If X is a compact metric space, we denote by frm(X) the 
real vector space of Radon measures on X with the weak star topology of 
C(X)*, and by frm+(X), respectively, rpm(X), the subset of frm(X) whose 
elements are positive, respectively, probability measures. (We use the 
conventional term “positive measure” to mean “nonnegative measure.“) 
We write Y for the collection of all measurable functions u: T -+ rpm(U), 
set 
Y# = (u E Y j u( i?(t)) = 1 a.e. in T}, 
and identify each measurable p: T + U with the element (J E Y such that 
u(t) is the Dirac measure at p(t) for all t E T. We identify each u E Y with the 
element 
of L’(p., C(U))* and endow ,40 with the corresponding weak star topology. 
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We write 
9 for the Frechet derivative, and .9a for the partial Frechet derivative with 
respect to the second argument. 
We refer to a functionp: lRz -+ R as a mollifier ifp(xl, x2,..., 9) = n:=r 7r(xi) 
and rr is a C* function that vanishes outside a finite interval, is 
nonnegative, symmetric, nonincreasing’ for nonnegative arguments, and 
with jza V(OL) da = 1. The mollifier p has a radius E if rr vanishes outside 
[-E, E], and a sequence (p, ,p, ,...) of mollifiers is a &sequence in Iwr if pj 
has a radius Ej and (cd) decreases to 0. We write $ *p for the convolution 
x -+ Js ~(4 #(x - 4 da1 .-a doll, where S is the support of p, a: = (a1 ,..., &) 
and x E BP. 
We denote by d(x, y) (d[x, A]) the distance between two points (a point 
and a set) and by SF(A, T) the set (6 ) d[b, A] < Y]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a compact subset of W and, for j = 1, 2,... and 
E > 0, wi E frm+( T), pj = (pj’)..., pi”): T --+ X, and I’, a mapping from T 
to the collection of nonempty, closed, and convex subsets of X. Assume that 
q(T) < 1, limj wj = w weakly, 
r,(t) C r/(t) (t E T, 0 < E < E’), 
G(r,) = {(t, x)1 x E r,(t)} is closed, 
and for every E > 0 there exists jO(e) such that p, is a Bore1 measurable selection 
of I’, fm j > j,,(e). Then there exist a Bore1 measurablep: T + X and a sequence 
JC(l,2,...)such that 
and 
PW E eQo r*(T) for o-a.a. TET 
lim jE, lt t , PAT> wj(dT) =.Lt t , P(T) W(dT) for t = t, and a.a. t E T. 
* 1 *I 
Proof. Step 1. Let & E frm( T x X) be defined by 
j- +(T, X> b(d(T, X>> = j +(T, PdT)> ddT) (4 E w x X)>- (1) 
We have &(T x X) = w&,2’) ,( 1 and cj is clearly a positive measure. Thus 
there exist J C (1,2,...) and 5 E frm+(T x X) such that limjpJ cj = 5 weakly. 
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Now let n, be the norm of L1 (w, C(X)) and 1 * lsUp the sup norm. We 
observe that, by (l), for each 4 E C( T x X) we have 
/ j TV79 4 5w, 4)/ 
= s I4(T> -)lsup W(dT) = %($>. 
Thus 5 is a continuous linear functional on the normed vector space 
(C( T x X), n,) and, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 5 can be extended as a 
continuous linear functional to L1( w, C(X)). It follows, by a variant of the 
Dunford-Pettis theorem [7, IV. 1.8, p. 2681 (whose proof remains valid when p 
is replaced by any positive Radon measure on T), that there exists an w- 
measurable A: T -+ frm(X) such that ess supter 1 A(t)1 (X) < cc and 
1 f(T, x, t(d(T, x)) = j w(dT) j f(T, x> x(T)(% (f E -ww , VW (2) 
It is clear that x(T) is a positive measure for w-a.a. 7 E T. 
Since w(T) < 1, the set S, of all the atoms of w is at most denum- 
erable. If t = t, or t E T - S, and if i E (1, 2,..., n}, then the function 
(7, X) -t+(T, X1 ,..., X”) = Xi if Tat, 
= 0 if T<t, 
iscontinuous 5-a.e. and,by[1,4.5.l(c),p.196]and(2),limj,Jf~(t,x)5,(d(t,x))= 
.f +(t, x) t(d(t, x)) = s w(~T) .f #J(T, x) X(t)(dx); hence, 
(3) 
Step 2. We shall next show that A(T)(~,(T)) = 1 w-a.e. for every E > 0. 
Let i E (1, 2,...} and ci : T x X-+ [0, I] be continuous and such that 
~~(7, x) = 1 for (7, x) E G(F,) and ci(T, x) = 0 if d[(~, x), G(F,)] > l/i. Then, 
for each $ E C(T), 
505/=/I-3 
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Since ci converges pointwise to the characteristic function xE of the closed 
set G(r,), it follows that 
j #4T> 4w = j d(4 44 j Xe(T, 4 ~(T)(W 
hence, 
I XE(T, 4 N+w = XW&)) = 1 
w-a.e. 
Step 3. By (3), we have for t = t, or t E T - S,,, , 
For each E > 0 and w-a.a. r E T, T,(T) is closed and convex and h(7) is a 
probability measure with support in P,(7). It follows, setting 
and selecting a Borel-measurable p in the w-equivalence class of fi, that 
p(T) E T,(T) w-a.e. and 
for t = to and a.a. t E T. 
Since n.,s J’,(T) = nj”=, T’ili(7) for all 7 E T, we also have 
P(T) E EQo Fe(T) for w-a.a. TE T. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA~.~. Let wji~frm+(T)(i= l,..., ms;j= 1,2 ,... ),Cz?uii(T)< 
1, and limj wji = wi weakly. Let Yj : T + 9(UP, IP) be continuous, limi Yj = 
Y uniformly, and Y(t) be invertiblefor each t E T. Finally, let p,,j : T -+ [-C, c]” 
be continuous and assume that for every E > 0 there exists jO(E) such that 
PiAt) E 4,iCt, Ytt>) (t 6 T; i = l,..., m,; j > j,,(e)). 
Then there exist Borel-measurable pi : T + DLR([w”, W) and J C (1,2,...) such 
that 
?iCt> E cQ co , 4,iCT, 9tt)) for&-a.a.teT, i= 1,2 ,..., m2, (1) 
7 
and 
for t = t, and t E T. 
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Proof. Let X = C--c, cl”, i E { 1, 2,.. . , m2}, and 
Q;(t) = Z{wY(t)l w El&(T, y(t)), 1 7 - t 1 < c) (t E T, E > 0). 
We also set 
and 
r>(t) = co{x 1 (t, x) E G(SZ,i)). 
If we identify 9&P, IF!) with UP, then we can verify that r,i satisfy 
the assumptions (about F,) of Lemma 3.2 and, for all E > 0 and t E T, we 
have 
gyt’) c Lg( t) provided / t - t’ j < E and IS) - W>l d E. 
Thus 
hence 
Q:(t) c r:(t) c L&(t); 
n qt) = n r:(t). 
E>O r>O 
It follows now from Lemma 3.2 that there exist an &-measurable 
qi : T--+~(i.W, R) and JiC(l, 2,...) such that 
and 
wi-a.e. (3) 
for t = to and a.a. t E T. 
We may clearly apply Lemma 3.2 consecutively for i = 1,2,..., mz , each time 
choosing Ji as a subsequence of Ji-i [with Jo = (1, 2,...)]. If we set J = Jm, 
and p,(t) = Pi(t) Y(t)-l (t E T; i = 1, 2,..., ma), and recall that the pij and 
wji are all uniformly bounded, then relations (1) and (2) follow from (3) and 
(4) respectively. 
We may assume that each pi is Borel-measurable by replacing it with an 
appropriate element of its &equivalence class. Q.E.D. 
3.4 Proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. Step 1. Since Theorem 2.2 is a 
special case of Theorem 2.3, we shall only deal with the latter, defining 
statements (l)-(7) of Theorem 2.3 to be the corresponding ones of Theorem 
2.2 with de replaced by the appropriate k. 
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We first observe that, by [7, VI.3.2, p. 3701, an absolutely continuous 
function y satisfies 
At) E cofk y(t), W)> a.e. in T 
if and only if there exists cr E 9’s such that 
9(t) = f(t, r(t), u(t)) a.e. in T. 
Thus every admissible relaxed solution y has an associated relaxed control 
u E 9’#, and we shall also refer to such a couple ( y, u) as an admissible relaxed 
solution. It follows easily from our assumptions that the equation 
r(t) = a + jt:,h~.h U(T)) dT (tE T) 
has a unique solutiony(o, a) for all (a, u) E Yg x A, , and thaty(a, a)(T) C D. 
Step 2. Now let I, K, ,..., k, , V, ,..., 1/1 , y, and 
f (4 ., 24) =jl(t, ‘, 24) 0*.. o&t, .) 24) (teT,uEU) 
provide the representation off that yields Aj(t, er, u). For each i = I, 2,..., Z, 
we select a a-sequence (p,“)F=r in Iw”i such that each pii has a radius l j < y/2. 
We then set, for all (t, U) E T x U, 
We also apply a similar procedure to ho, hr, and d(t, o), using for each the 
representation that gives rise to floe, A1(, Ai,i , respectively, and choosing the 
same radii cj and the same number y for each. We thus obtain sequences 
hjO, hjl, uji(t, .) (j = 1,2 ,... ). It is easy to verify (see, e.g., [S, 3.2, p. 511) that 
(a) all the functions fj(t, +, u), hio, hjl, q”(t, .) have a common 
bound and a common Lipschitz constant which we shall continue to denote 
by c, 
(b) fj(., v, U) and ~sfj(., ZJ, u) are measurable, 
cc> .txt, *7 .I, %m .Y a), ui(., .), and .Ssu”(., *) are continuous, and 
(d) for each E > 0, there existsjo such that, for all 
(t, v, u) E T x SF(D, y/2) x U and i 3 jo(4, 
9zfi(t, v, u) E A;(4 v, 4, 
.wzj”(V) E Ak((V) (k = 0, l), 
LQzjyt, v) E L&(t, v) (i = 1, 2 )..., m,), 
(1) 
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and f(t, v, u), V(v), WV), aii(t, ) z, are within a distance at most E from 
f(t, 0, u), ho(v), N(v), ai(t, ZI), respectively. 
Step 3. We now consider the differential equation 
yj(t) =a 47 t:fi(T, J+(T), U(T)) CA- s (t E T). 
Our assumptions and the properties of fi listed above ensure that there exist 
an integer j, and a constant c1 (depending only on c and t, - to) such that this 
equation has a unique solution yj(a, a) for all (a, u) E 9’” x A, and j 3 j. , 
and 
I %(U, 4(t) - Y(% 4w G Cl% (t E T). 
Thus there exists a sequence (~j’) decreasing to 0 such that clQ < y/2 and 
w Yi(U, ml>) E SF@ 1 , Ejl), a$( Yj(U, a)(t)) - q1 G 0 (i = 1, 2,..., m,) 
for all j 2 j, and t E T provided that ( y(u, a), u) is an admissible relaxed 
solution. 
We now consider for each j > j0 a new optimal control problem Pj which 
differs from our basic problem P in that f, ho, hl, ~9, A, are replaced by fi , 
I?;, h,‘, uji - Ejl, P&4 t , Q), respectively. Since P is assumed to have an 
admissible relaxed solution (9, 6), it follows that Pj has an admissible relaxed 
solution ( yj(6, jJ(to)), 6). W e may now apply a known existence theorem and 
necessary conditions [7, VI.l.l and X2.3, pp. 348, 351-3581 and conclude 
that Pi admits a minimizing relaxed solution ( jjj , ui) and there exist 
Z~~~,Z~E~~~~,W~~,...,W~E~~~‘(T),Z~:T-,~([W”,(W”)~~~K~:T~R~ 
such that 
Zoj + ] l,j 1 + 2 W;(T) = 1 , wji is supported on {t E T 1 uji(t, r(t)) = +f, 
i=l (2) 
zj(t) = 1 + [ t12,(T) %fj(T, j+(T), C’j(T)) d-r (t E T), (3) -t 
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We observe that the functions jrj and Zj ( j > j,) have a common Lipschitz- 
constant and a common bound, and recall [7, IV.3.11, p. 2871 that Y# is 
sequentially compact. Thus, in view of (2), we may determine an increasing 
sequence J of positive integers, l,, 3 0, l1 E Iw”, 5 E Y#, Lipschitz-continuous 
9: T+ D and 2: T-+S(W, EP), and wi ~frm+(T) (i = 1, 2,..., m,) such 
that 
!$ lkj = II, (k = 0, l), liEi uj = 0, l&r wji = I.& weakly, 
ljp =y and l$r 2, = Z uniformly on T. 
(7) 
Furthermore, Z(t)-r exists for all t E T because, as a consequence of (3) 
Zj(t)-r are uniformly bounded. We also verify that each wi is supported on 
the set {t E T 1 ai(t, y(t)) = O}. Th us relations (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.3 are 
satisfied. 
Step 4. ’ We shall assume that J = (1, 2,...) by appropriately relabeling 
the indices if necessary. We have 
and therefore, by [7, IV.2.9., p. 2781, 
T(t) = r(to) + j-$ T(T), c(T)> dT (t E T). (8) 
Furthermore, we clearly have ~(t,,) = limj~j(to) E A, , and similarly, 
@(NJ) E 4 7 44 7(t)> d 0 (t E T, i = l,..., ma). 
Thus ( 7, c?) is an admissible relaxed solution of P. If (9, I?) is another such 
solution, then, as we have seen before, (~~(5, y(Q), 5) is an admissible relaxed 
solution of P3, and therefore, 
hO(Y(t,)) = liy hj”( 73(h)) < 1i.m V(y3(~j Y(~o))(~I>> = h”(Y(tl)). 
Thus (p, 5) is a minimizing relaxed solution of P. By [7, VI.1.3, p. 3501, 
there exists a sequence (( yi , uj))$ as described in the theorem. 
Step 5. Let 
Y$(t) = Zj(t)-l,p,,j(t) = CBzaji(t,jjj(t)) (t E T, i = 1,2 . . . . m, ;j = I,2 ,... ). 
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Then it follows from (I), (7), and Lemma 3.3 that there exist J1 C (1, 2,...) 
and Borel-measurable Zi: T - JZ(R*, R) that satisfy relation (4) of Theorem 
2.3, and such that 
for t = to and a.a. t E T. 
We may choose J1 in such a manner that the bounded sequences 
(zZhjz( j$tl)))jeJ, for 1 = 0, 1 converge to limits h”O and h”l, respectively, and, 
by (l), these limits satisfy relation (3) of Theorem 2.3. Furthermore, by (I), 
(4), (6), and (9), there exists k: T-+ [w” such that 
l$l k,(t) = k(t) for t = to and a.a. t E T, (10) 
and relations (5) and (7) of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. 
Step 6. It remains to prove the “maximum principle” (6) of Theorem 
2.3. It follows from (5) that for every (T E Y#, we have 
(t E T, j = 1, 2 ,... ). 
It follows now from (10) and [7, IV.2.9, p. 2781 that 
j-1 k(7) * f(T, T(T)> G(T)) dT < j-1 k(T) ’f(T, F(T), U(T)) dT (t E T). (11) 
By [7, IV.3.2, p. 3811, there exists an at most denumerable set %a = {pi, pa,...> 
of measurable selections of U* such that {pi(t), &t),...> is dense in f?+(t) 
for a.a. t E T. If we set in (11) 
u(t) = pi(t) (t E-7-Q u(t) = (3(t) (t # E) 
for various choices of iE{l, 2,...} and measurable sets EC T, then we can 
deduce easily that 
k(t) * f(t, r(t), 3t)) = ,&& k(t) - f(t, Y(t), 4 a.e. in T. (12) 
Since uj(t) is a probability measure and 
$j(t) = f(4 rdt), 4)) a.e. in T, 
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it follows from relation (3) that 
for all sufficiently largej. This implies, in turn, that there exists j, such that 
where 
We can easily show (using arguments similar to those of [8, 3.6, p. 551 with 
the dense denumerable subset of U replaced by the set {p(t)] p E S,}, where 
em is defined as above) that the mapping t -+ A,(t) is measurable. It follows 
then, by a theorem of Castaing [2, 9.2, p. 881 (or as in [8, 3.7, Step 2, p. 581) 
that 
( N, Z(t)>* E m%(t), 3E) a.e. in T. (14) 
Relation (6) of Theorem 2.3 now follows from (8), (12) (14), and 
[S, 3.5, p. 541. Q.E.D. 
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